Delivers video alarm notifications in seconds to all stakeholders with unbeatable reliability

Better security without increasing overheads

The seamless integration between webeyecms and Dahua means you’ll be viewing video alarms and live footage from your CCTV on the webeyecms browser or app within seconds.

webeyecms is a cloud-based VSaaS platform that improves the intelligence from your Dahua CCTV without expensive capital outlay. Webeye is an ECO+ partner with Dahua, and we’re the world’s first and only fully automated alarm receiving platform.

webeyecms will help you:
- Increase your Recurring Monthly Revenue without a sizable upfront investment.
- A useful management tool to improve your competitiveness.
- Efficiency enhancement to a Central Monitoring Station
- Or powerful self-monitoring solution

- No hardware infrastructure
- Easy setup
- Reduces complexity
- Low monthly charge
- Generates RMR
- Powerful alarm management
- Performs system health check
- A.I. to verify genuine intrusions
- Easy-view alarm history
- Scales to any size of business
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**webeyecms** is an intelligent VSaaS platform that takes the hassle out of managing alarms. For a small monthly fee, it brings all of your video alarm traffic into one easy to use interface then acts as a virtual central monitoring solution to receive and manage all of your video alarms. It includes video analytics to verify genuine intrusions, cloud storage and a system health check to make sure all your security systems are working correctly. No other platform has gone further to make sure you receive video alarms, and we meet the stringent ISO 9001, 27001, 27017 and 27018 global quality standards for safe and robust alarm delivery.

webeyecms integrates with Dahua’s core video product range, including:

- I.P. cameras
- TiOC range
- Thermal imaging cameras
- Network systems
- PTZ range with full remote control within the webeyecms platform.

**Simple process to get advanced alarm monitoring**

- **Alerts and video**
  View webeyecms from wherever you are either directly in your browser or download the app

- **The world’s fastest response**
  Once triggered, a notification reaches you almost immediately

- **Powerful management tool**
  Monitor the health and status of all of your video security accounts in one powerful, easy to use dashboard

- **Cloud storage**
  All events are stored, and video can be viewed for two years or four years if required for evidential purposes

- **Monitoring 24/7, 365 days a year**
  We’ve fully automated the alarm receipt, alarm handling and alerting process. We’re inherently efficient and reliable

- **Full audit trail and health check**
  You can easily view your alarm history, and the reporting dashboard will tell you the status of your system even down to which camera(s) is not working

**100% reliability and scalability**
webeyecms performs equally well for any size of business from small security firms to multi-national corporations

**Generates recurring revenue**
Offer webeyecms as a monitoring service for your customers and get a monthly income from your existing Dahua CCTV systems.

webeyecms.com